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In the published article, minus signs were missing from the exponents in equations 13 and 14:$$R\left( t \right) = R_{0}e^{-k_{2,\max}{({\tau e^{\frac{t}{\tau}} + t})} + k_{2,\max}\tau},$$$$\begin{array}{ll}
\frac{dF}{dt} & {= k_{2}\left( t \right)R} \\
 & {= k_{2,\max}\left( {1 - e^{- \frac{t}{\tau}}} \right)R_{0}e^{- k_{2,\max}{({\tau e^{\frac{t}{\tau}} + t})} + k_{2,\max}\tau}.} \\
\end{array}$$

These equations should have read:$$R\left( t \right) = R_{0}e^{-k_{2,\max}{({\tau e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} + t})} + k_{2,\max}\tau},$$$$\begin{array}{ll}
\frac{dF}{dt} & {= k_{2}\left( t \right)R} \\
 & {= k_{2,\max}\left( {1 - e^{- \frac{t}{\tau}}} \right)R_{0}e^{- k_{2,\max}{({\tau e^{- \frac{t}{\tau}} + t})} + k_{2,\max}\tau}.} \\
\end{array}$$

We apologize for any confusion that may have occurred.

The article has been corrected accordingly.
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